Abstract. The classical Denjoy-Wolff Theorem for the unit disk was generalized, in 1988, by Maurice Heins, to domains bounded by finitely many analytic Jordan curves. Heins asked whether such an extension is valid more generally. We show that it can actually fail for some domains. Specifically, we produce an automorphism φ on a planar domain Ω, such that the iterates of φ converge to a unique Euclidean boundary point, but do not converge to a unique Martin point in the Martin compactification of Ω. We then extend this example to a family of examples in the second part of this work. We thus consider the Martin boundary for domains whose complement is contained in a strip and generalize results of Benedicks and Ancona.
Introduction
Let φ be an analytic map of the disk unit disk D such that φ(D) ⊂ D, we say φ is an endomorphism of D and write φ ∈ End(D). If z ∈ ∂D, then φ(z) and φ (z) are defined as non-tangential limits, no smoothness across the boundary is required. Aside for the case when φ is an elliptic automorphism, the following holds. The special point ω is called the Denjoy-Wolff point of φ. By Schwarz's Lemma, φ has at most one fixed point in D and if so, such fixed point must be the DenjoyWolff point.
Maurice Heins [He88] studied generalizations of Theorem 1.1 for analytic endomorphisms of general planar domains Ω, and even Riemann surfaces, and succeeded in extending the Denjoy-Wolff Theorem to finitely connected domains with nice boundary. In [He41] Heins completely worked out the situation when the endomorphism has a fixed point in Ω and Ω is a planar domain whose complement contains more than 2 points (hyperbolic domain). If the endomorphism does not have a fixed point in Ω, then the boundary of Ω comes into play. So let us review in more detail what happens when Ω = D. Say φ is an endomorphism of D with Denjoy-Wolff point at 1. Since φ(1) = 1 and φ (1) ≤ 1, if D is a horodisk at 1, i.e., a disk contained in D which is tangent to ∂D at 1, we must have φ(D) ⊂ D, by Julia's Lemma. Note that these horodisks are the level sets of the Poisson kernel 14 PIETRO POGGI-CORRADINI at 1: D = D(1, λ) = {P 1 (z) > λ}, for some λ > 0, where P 1 (z) = (1− |z| 2 )/|1 − z| 2 . Therefore, we have P 1 (φ(z)) ≥ P 1 (z).
(1.1) Moreover the converse also hold: if φ ∈ End(D) and (1.1) holds, then either φ is the identity or φ n tends to 1 uniformly on compact subsets of D.
In order to generalize this to finitely connected domains, M. Heins considered the Martin compactification of Ω. Let Ω be a domain whose boundary is regular for the Dirichlet problem. Then we can talk about Green's function G(z, w). Fix a base point z 0 ∈ Ω and to each point w ∈ Ω \ {z 0 } assign the function G(·, w)/G(z 0 , w). For every sequence w n tending to ∂Ω, the corresponding sequence of functions forms a normal family on Ω, and therefore one can extract a subsequence which converges to a positive harmonic function, uniformly on compact subsets of Ω. We 2 )/|e iθ −z| 2 }. One difference between the general case and the case of the unit disk is the existence of non-minimal Martin kernels. Recall [Ba95] that a positive harmonic function u on Ω is minimal if every harmonic function v on Ω such that 0 < v ≤ u is of the form v = cu for some constant c > 0. In the case of the disk, the Poisson kernels are all minimal. On the other hand, in the general situation, a Martin kernel is always a weighted average of minimal Martin kernels. So minimal Martin kernels are the more appropriate generalization of Poisson kernels (there are also other reasons for this statement).
When Ω is a domain bounded by finitely many analytic Jordan curves, then the Martin boundary ∂ M Ω is in one-to-one correspondence with the regular Euclidean boundary ∂Ω and every Martin kernel is minimal. In this context Heins proves,
Theorem 1.2 ([He88]).
Suppose Ω is a domain bounded by finitely many analytic Jordan curves. If φ ∈ End(Ω) does not have a fixed point in Ω, then there exists a point q ∈ ∂Ω such that for every z ∈ Ω, φ n (z) tends to q and if U q is the Martin kernel corresponding to q, then
for all z ∈ Ω. (1.2) Equation (1.2) should be compared to (1.1) above. It turns out in this case that the sequence φ n (z) also tends to U q in the Martin topology, namely the ratios
tend to U q (·), uniformly on compact subsets of Ω.
In the same paper, This question was related to us in a more precise form by Alex Eremenko: Suppose Ω is a planar domain whose boundary is regular for the Dirichlet problem, φ ∈ End(Ω) has no fixed points in Ω, and there is a Euclidean boundary point ζ ∈ ∂Ω such that for each z ∈ Ω, φ n (z) tends to ζ, as n → ∞. Does there exist a Martin kernel H such that φ n (z) tends to H in the Martin compactification, as n → ∞? and such that H(φ(z)) ≥ H(z), for all z ∈ Ω? The problem here is that in general the Euclidean boundary point ζ corresponds to multiple Martin boundary points.
In this note we show that the answer to this question is no. We are indebted to Professor Alano Ancona for pointing us in the right direction and for bringing to our attention the beautiful boundary Harnack principle of Section 7 in [An84] . In Section 2 we describe the counterexample and offer a proof based on an estimate of Carleson. In Section 3 we relate Ancona's approach. Finally, in Sections 4 and 5, we generalize the counterexample to translation-invariant domains whose complement is contained in a strip, and in doing so, we prove some results of independent interest about arbitrary domains for which the complement is contained in a strip. We tried to include a few pictures, however this paper is best read by drawing the relevant pictures at each step, and we encourage the reader to do so. Section 6 contains further results and some open questions.
Description of the counterexample
Let E = n∈Z [n+1/2 − , n+1/2+ ], with < 1/2. Then the domain Ω = C\ E is translation-invariant, i.e., Ω + 1 = Ω. Also, every point on ∂Ω is regular for the Dirichlet problem, including infinity, as can be seen using Wiener's criterion (see Figure 1) .
The Martin boundary of Ω with base point at the origin, is described below. For proofs of these facts see [An79] or [Be80] . a) At every ζ ∈ (n + 1/2 − , n + 1/2 + ) there are two minimal Martin kernels (one for each side).
b) At the end-points ζ = n + 1/2 ± there is only one minimal Martin kernel. c) At ∞, the boundary is thick enough to split as in case a); so there are two minimal Martin kernels, namely:
• H + (z) is the kernel that one obtains by letting a sequence z n tend to infinity in a sector of opening strictly less than π symmetric about the positive imaginary axis. It turns out that H + is bounded on the lower half-plane {Im z ≤ 0}.
• On the other hand, H − (z) = H + (z) is bounded on the upper half-plane, and corresponds to sequences tending to infinity (non-tangentially) in the lower half-plane.
Note that the Euclidean boundary point at ∞ is different from those in case a) because it also supports non-minimal kernels. Namely, every convex combination The automorphism in this case is the translation φ(z) = z +1, and for each z ∈ Ω the sequence φ n (z) = z + n converges to ∞ ∈ ∂Ω. The generalized Denjoy-Wolff Theorem would then require that z + n tend to a unique Martin point at infinity. It turns out that this is not the case.
In fact, given x ∈ R \ E, the sequence x + n tends to the midpoint (1/2)H + + (1/2)H − as n → ∞. To see this, consider the normalized Green functions By symmetry, g n (z) = g n (z). So every normal sublimit as n → ∞ is a Martin kernel at infinity which must also be symmetric about R, hence it can only be the midpoint (1/2)H + + (1/2)H − . Suppose now that Im w > 0. We claim that the sequence w + n does not tend to the midpoint (1/2)H + + (1/2)H − in the Martin topology, as n → ∞. To this end we will show that the function
does not tend to zero as n → ∞. Let H = {z ∈ C : Im z > 0}. Note that the function v n is harmonic in H\{w+n}, vanishes on R ∪ {∞}, and has a positive logarithmic pole at w + n. Thus v n is positive on H \ {w + n}. We let B n = {z ∈ Ω : G(z, w + n) ≥ 1/δ}, with δ small enough so that B n ∩ R = ∅. Then by invariance, B n = B + n (where B = B 0 ), and by the Maximum Principle,
The numerator is a harmonic function on H \ B n , which vanishes on R ∪ {∞}, and which, on ∂B n , is greater than the constant
Now we estimate the rates of decay of numerator and denominator. We start with the numerator. Assume that z is fixed in H. Since B has nonempty interior in H, we can find a closed disk such that ∆ ⊂ B. Thinking of ∆ as a hyperbolic disk with center a and radius r, we apply the conformal map (ζ − (a + n))/(ζ − (a + n)) which maps H to D and maps ∆ + n to a disk centered at 0 with Euclidean radius r 0 < 1. Then
for n large and for some constant M > 0 independent of n.
For the denominator, we recall an estimate due to Carleson:
where A > 0 is a constant independent of n. (See [Ca82] p. 30, [Ko88] Chap. VIII for an exposition, and [So94] for a shorter proof.)
By the maximum principle and invariance,
In conclusion, we find that
where C 0 > 0 is a constant independent of n, and this proves our claim.
Ancona's approach
The arguments in this section were kindly suggested to us by Professor Alano Ancona. The same conclusions as in Section 2 can be obtained using Ancona's version of the Boundary Harnack Principle for Denjoy domains [An84] . Recall that Denjoy domains are planar domains whose complement is contained in the real axis. Ancona's result is actually more general and works for domains whose complement is contained in the graph of a Lipschitz function defined on R n . Let Ω be a domain in R 3 (R n , n ≥ 2, is similar) whose complement is contained in the graph 
for some constant C which depends only on L.
Let Ω be the domain C \ E defined in Section 2, and recall that the main point in using Carleson's estimate was to show that
By Harnack's inequality, we can assume that w = 0. Then, we apply Theorem 3.1 to the square Q(0, n) = {| Re z| < n, | Im z| < n}. That is to say, we choose L and r above so that T (O, 2r) is exactly equal to Q(0, n) in this context (say L = 1/5 and r = n). Also we let
where we used the symmetry of Ω with respect to the real axis, and positivity of Green functions (see Figure 2 ). Note that
where G H is the Green function for the upper half-plane.
Finally, by Harnack and invariance,
, where C 2 is the Harnack constant for the set {i/2, 1 + i} in the upper half-plane. Thus
for some constant C independent of n. Now recall that every positive harmonic function vanishing on the boundary of Ω is a linear combination of the two Martin kernels, H + and H − , introduced at the beginning of Section 2. Hence, by Case 2 in item (III) of Theorem 3 of [Be80] , we have that
for all z ∈ H. Applying Theorem 3.1 again to the square Q(0, n) as above, but this time with the functions G(z, ni) and H + (z) + H − (z), we obtain:
.
Figure 2. Boundary Harnack for Denjoy domains with C 1 independent of n. To see this, apply the map z/n and then the Möbius transformation (z − i)/(z + i) followed by another dilation z/2, so that ni/2 and ni are mapped to two points a and b in the disk of radius 1/2 centered at the origin and Ω is mapped to a domainΩ whose complement is within one unit of a and b. By definition of Green's function and conformal invariance:
whereG is the Green function forΩ and U is the solution to the Dirichlet problem onΩ with data log |ζ − b|. Thus U (a) ≤ 0, and
, as we can see by applying the maximum principle to the function G(z, ni) − G(z, ni) on the upper half-plane. In conclusion, we have
and therefore, G(0, n) ≤ C/n 2 , for some other constant C > 0.
Domains whose complement is contained in a strip
As we mentioned before, Ancona's Boundary Harnack Principle is quite general, so one could think of generalizing the example of Section 2. For instance, consider a domain Ω which is translation-invariant (Ω + 1 = Ω), and whose complement is contained in the graph of a Lipschitz function defined on R. Then, the same conclusions should follow. Namely, the Martin boundary at infinity should be equal to the set [ An84] , we will describe a more general situation, which we think is of independent interest. Suppose, in fact, that Ω + 1 = Ω, and that the complement of Ω is contained in a strip (all our domains are always regular for the Dirichlet problem). Then, similar conclusions can be reached. In particular, we describe the Martin boundary at infinity in this case. To this end, we actually consider an even more general situation where Ω is a domain whose complement is contained in a strip, but Ω is not necessarily translation-invariant.
Recall 
. If the following thickness condition is satisfied,
Remark 4.2. M. Sodin [So94] considered a thickness condition which is sufficient for (4.2): for every x ∈ R and for some δ > 0:
where Q x is the square of side 1 centered at x. In particular, this holds for translation-invariant domains. Sodin also proves a version of Carleson's estimate (2.1) for this type of domain. Since the proof of Theorem 4.1 is quite lengthy we will split it into subsections.
4.1. Harmonic measure gives a natural rate of growth. Here we prove Theorem 4.1 (i). We start by showing the sufficiency part. Note that
and u is of finite order.
The necessity part of (i) requires more work. If β(u) = ∞, we show that u is not of finite order. We follow an argument similar to that in Lemma 3.5 of [ADP-C].
For n = 1, 2, 3, ... we set T n = Ω ∩ {|z| = 2 n }, B n = Ω ∩ {|z| ≤ 2 n }, and for > 0 we set L( , n) = T n ∩ {| arg z| < , | arg z − π| < }, and I( , n) = T n \ L( , n). Also let I + ( , n) (I − ( , n)) be the intersection of I( , n) with the upper (lower) half-plane. (See Figure 3. ) Let S be the family of all domains Ω with E = C \ Ω ⊂ {−1/2 < Im z < 0}, Cap E = 0, and ∂Ω regular for the Dirichlet problem. Let G n (z, i) be the Green function for B n with pole at i. Notations 4.5. We say that "A B with constant C", meaning that A/C ≤ B ≤ CA, for some C > 1. 
with constants C independent of n ≥ 3 and Ω ∈ S. 
ω(i, L( , n), B n ) ≤ δω(i, I( , n), B n ).
We use these claims to prove the necessity part of Theorem 4.1 (i). Their proof is postponed for the moment.
By Claim 4.9, we can choose so small that ω(i, I( , n), B n ) ≥ (1/2)ω(i, T n , B n ), for n = 1, 2, 3, .... There is n 0 = n 0 ( ) so that I( , n) does not intersect the strip {| Im z| ≤ 1} for all n ≥ n 0 . Then, by Claim 4.6 and Corollary 4.8, for n ≥ n 0 , given u ∈ P,
where B = B( ) is the Harnack constant of I ± ( , n) which can be taken to be independent of Ω ∈ S, and A = A(Ω) is the Harnack constant of {±i} in the domain Ω. We will see below, in Lemma 4.10, that the dependency on Ω ∈ S can be dropped, but we don't need this here. In particular, (4.9) implies that when β(u) = ∞, u must grow rapidly away from the sequence {±2 n i}, in view of (4.4). Set M n = max Tn u and let S > 1 be arbitrarily given. Note that
as tends to zero. So, by harmonic majorization, we can choose above so that
where τ 0 is the constant of Corollary 4.7. Using the maximum principle for z ∈ B n , we obtain
Thus, letting z range in T n , 
for n ≥ n 0 ( ) and some constant A = A( , Ω, u) > 0.
Thus, multiplying both sides of (4.11) by ω(i, T n , B n ), and using Corollary 4.7 again,
Iterating this inequality, for every integer k ≥ 1,
Since β(u) = ∞, we can choose n 1 > n 0 large enough so that
Letting n = n 1 in (4.13) we obtain for every k ≥ 1,
Hence, for n greater than some n 2 > n 1 ,
Since S is arbitrary, u is of infinite order and u ∈ F, i.e. Theorem 4.1 (i) is proved.
Proof of Corollary 4.7. Note that (4.6) follows from (4.5) because,
, and where the last inequality follows from (4.5).
Proof of Corollary 4.8. Applying Claim 4.6 toΩ = {z − i/2 : z ∈ Ω} we find that, ifB n are balls centered at −i/2 of radius 2 n , with the obvious changes of notation,
where C is as in Claim 4.6, and C 0 = (1/A)ω(−i/2, I − (π/4, 0), D∩{Im z < −1/4}); here A is the Harnack constant ofĨ − (π/4, n − 1) ∪ {−2 n−1 i} in B n (which can be chosen independent of n).
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Proof of Claim 4.6. To show (4.5), choose φ ∈ C ∞ (R 2 ) such that φ ≡ 1 on |z| ≥ 3/4 and φ ≡ 0 on |z| ≤ 1/4. For n = 1, 2, 3, ...., let φ n (z) = φ(2 −n z). Then, letting
Using Green's Identity on (an exhaustion of) B n (n = 1, 2, 3, ...) for G n (z, i) and for φ n we obtain
The next lemma is modeled after Lemma 1 of [An79] . We include a proof below, for completeness. 
Using Lemma 4.10 in the case of v(z) = G n (z, i), in equation (4.14), and by Harnack's inequality,
for every n = 3, 4, 5, ...., every > 0, and every Ω as above.
On the other hand, we note that for all z in K n = {|z − 2 n−1 i| = 2 n−2 }, and all n ≥ 3, G n (2 n−1 i, z) ≤ C 3 , compare with the Green function for the domain {|z| < 2 n }. Moreover, for z ∈ K n , ω(z, I + (π/4, n), B n ) ≥ C 4 , compare with the corresponding harmonic measure of I + (π/4, n) in the domain {|z| < 2 n , Im z >1/4}. Therefore, by the maximum principle, Likewise, we obtain a similar inequality in the sector S := {|z| < R, | arg z−π| < π/8}. So if 2 < r < R/2 is fixed, for all z with |z| = r
where
for all |z| = r. Hence Lemma 4.10 is proved.
Proof of Claim 4.9. Given δ > 0, by harmonic majorization, we can choose small enough so that
for n = 1, 2, 3, ...., where τ 0 is given by Corollary 4.7. Also, by letting be even smaller we can assume that the claim holds for n = 1, 2 and 3. We now proceed by induction. Assume the assertion true for n, we will prove it true for n + 1: , I( , n + 1), B n+1 ) where the second inequality follows by the induction hypothesis, and the last inequality follows from Corollary 4.7. This ends the proof of Claim 4.9.
4.2. Functions of finite order. We show Theorem 4.1 (ii). Note first that dim F ≤ 2. This follows by repeating the proof of Theorem 2 of [Be80] verbatim and using (4.1). (See also Theorem II of [Kje51] .)
To show that dim F ≥ 1, consider the sequence of harmonic functions
which are positive, equal to 1 at i, and form a normal family. Fix 2 ≤ m < n and z ∈ B m . Then
By Lemma 4.10,
and by Harnack
Hence, the same holds for any normal limit h of the h n 's. So h is a positive harmonic function on Ω, which vanishes on ∂Ω, is equal to 1 at i and is of finite order, i.e. dim F ≥ 1. 
Then V is a Perron family, namely, it contains v 0 (z) = max{0, Im z}, it is closed under maxima, and under Poisson modifications. By Perron's method, it follows that
is either harmonic or identically +∞. We claim the thickness condition (4.2) implies that u is harmonic. Thus, taking the supremum over z = x ∈ R in (4.20) and substituting in (4.19), we find that
and, by (4.2),
This shows that u is harmonic on Ω. Note that u is positive since u(z) ≥ v 0 (z), and that u vanishes on ∂Ω, because ∂Ω is regular. Also, by (4.20) and (4.21),
for all z with Im z < 1. Finally, by (4.18) and (4.21), u has finite order. Therefore u ∈ F. By a similar argument, we constructũ ∈ F, bounded for Im z > 0, so that u andũ are linearly independent, and dim F ≥ 2.
The case of translation-invariant domains.
Suppose Ω is a domain such that Ω + 1 = Ω. Suppose further that E = C \ Ω ⊂ {−1/2 < Im z < 0}, that Cap(E) > 0, and that ∂Ω is regular for the Dirichlet problem. We claim that P = F . Fix u ∈ P. Note that there exists a simple path γ connecting i to −i in Ω ∩ {| Im z| < 1}. Also let γ + k (γ − k ) be the arc of {|z| = |k + i|} connecting k + i to −k + i in the upper (lower) half-plane. So for k large enough, the curve
Consider k = 2 n . Then there is a Harnack constant C > 1 so that for all
where we used (4.12) and then (4.4). Note that for n large enough {|z| ≤ 2 n−1 } ⊂ D k . In particular, this shows that u is of finite order so u ∈ F.
Further results and open problems
In this section, we describe a positive result along these lines and ask some questions.
Question 6.1. Consider all translation-invariant regular domains, i.e. Ω + 1 = Ω. We say Ω is a DW-domain if there is a unique minimal Martin kernel H in the Martin boundary of Ω so that for every w ∈ Ω the orbit w + n tends to H in the Martin topology. Characterize all the DW-domains.
Theorem 5.1 shows that if the complement of Ω is contained in a horizontal strip, then Ω is not a DW-domain.
On the other hand, by generalizing a proof given in [ADP-C] for different purposes, we obtain the following result. Hence, we will only sketch the main ideas without going into details.
Remark 6.3. Although condition (6.1) is quite general, it is easy to find DWdomains which do not satisfy it. For instance let Ω be the upper half-plane minus a slanted slit L = {x ≥ 0, y = −x + 1} and also all of its translates by 1. It is not hard to modify the assumption (6.1) to include these types of examples. However, a more serious example would be given by Ω 0 which is the plane minus small disks D n,m ( ) of radius < 1/4, centered at the Gaussian integers n + im. This domain is translation invariant; it clearly does not satisfy (6.1). We can show that the orbits w + n converge to a unique Martin kernel H. This is the kernel obtained by considering the exponential map φ(z) = e 2πz and the domain G = φ(Ω 0 ). One shows that G has a unique Martin kernel at infinity and then H is the pull-back of that kernel via φ. However, we are not sure whether H is minimal in this case. We leave these questions to further investigations.
Sketch of proof of Theorem 6.2. For every closed subset E of {x = 0} of positive capacity, consider positive harmonic functions on Ω of the form
We study the family H(E) of all possible normal limits of the h n 's. Namely we show that H = H(E) contains exactly one function H. Moreover, there exists a constant ρ = ρ(Ω) > 1 such that
for all z ∈ Ω. Also, for every z ∈ Ω, there is a constant B = B(z) such that
The number ρ(Ω) measures the width of the domain Ω. For instance, if Ω is the horizontal strip of height L, then ρ(Ω) = exp(π/L). Furthermore, suppose Ω 1 and Ω 2 are two domains as above such that Ω 1 ⊂ Ω 2 and Ω 2 \ Ω 1 is a set of positive capacity. Then ρ(Ω 1 ) > ρ(Ω 2 ). Consider the family R of positive harmonic functions v on Ω, which vanish on ∂Ω \ {∞}, which are equal to 1 at some base-point z 0 on {x = 0}, and which have the property that for every constant a > 0:
For a function v in R, max x=n v(x + iy) is finite for all n's. Thus for such functions it makes sense to consider the following quantity:
Our assumptions (6.1) and Cap(∂Ω) > 0 imply that m = max x=0 ω(z, {x = 1}) < 1. So the conditional probability inequality yields ω(z 0 , {x = n}) ≤ m n . The following result provides a dichotomy for the growth of functions in R. It's proof follows the final arguments in the proof of Theorem 4.1 (i). At the risk of introducing too many notations, we will write R f for the set of functions in R for which β is finite. First notice that the family H is non-empty by normal families. We show that ∅ = H ⊂ R f along the same lines as Lemma 3.14 of [ADP-C]. Finally, we show that R f consists of a single function. Equation (6.2) then follows easily, because the function H(z + 1)/H(z 0 + 1) belongs to R f as well. Hence H(z) = H(z + 1)/H(z 0 + 1), which is (6.2) with ρ = H(z 0 + 1). It can be shown that H must tend to infinity along the sequence {z 0 + n} ∞ n=0 , so we deduce that ρ > 1.
In order to prove that R f consists of a single function we first prove the following substitute of the Boundary Harnack Principle (see Theorem 3.17 of [ADP-C]). If ∂Ω \ {∞} is smooth enough, e.g. consists of two graphs of Lipschitz functions defined on the whole real axis, then any two positive harmonic functions vanishing on ∂Ω \ {∞} satisfy (6.5) by the Boundary Harnack Principle and by invariance. The main point is to show that this holds without any smoothness requirement. Once Proposition 6.5 is established, the rest of the proof follows a classical argument of Kjelberg (see [Kje51] Then, m n decreases as n tends to infinity, because we have Then w ∈ R f . By Proposition 6.5, we have w(z)/v 1 (z) ≥ 1/C for every z ∈ Ω and for some constant C > 1. However,
as n tends to infinity, and this is a contradiction. Therefore, v 2 ≡ mv 1 . Evaluating at z 0 , we have m = 1, and v 1 ≡ v 2 . Thus R f contains a unique function H. It now follows easily that H belongs to the Martin compactification of Ω and that given any point w ∈ Ω the orbits w + n tend to H in the Martin topology. The last property we need to check is that H is minimal. Assume v is a harmonic function on Ω and 0 < v ≤ H. Then v/v(z 0 ) belongs to R f . Thus v = v(z 0 )H, hence H is minimal.
In the course of these proofs we make essential use of the two lemmas below, which we state without proof. 
